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Editorial
Djibril al-Ayad

Coming to the fifth issue of TFF that we have
published during this extended period of working from
home and social distancing, it is good to be reminded of
the importance of society and community for our
survival.
The stories and poems in this issue are full of
examples of companionship, friendship, love and
solidarity; of settings where community, social
organization and relationships count for more than
genius or maverick protagonists. We have tales
involving commitment to the preservation of heritage
and collective memories, of deep connections with past
and future generations—all elements that make up our
social world, our community and survival. In her quote
above, Ms Nakate gives us the same message:
passionate care for the future gives us motivation and
hope, but we have to fight as a community, as a culture,
not as individual heroes.
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Let us join hands therefore with our authors
Alexandra, Ana, Anna, Avra, Hannah, Hayley, Mary,
Nicole and Oluwatomiwa, and our artists, Carmen,
Cécile, Eric, Fluffgar, Jason, Joyce, Laura-Anca, Miguel
and Toeken and remember that great art is not the work
of a loner, but of a culture. Come in, share what we
have, enjoy, and tell us about your home.
See you next time!
Djibril al-Ayad, April 2021
Comment on the stories in this issue on the TFF blog:
http://press.futurefire.net/2021/04/new-issue202157.html
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Wives at the End of the World
Avra Margariti

Illustration © 2021, Joyce Chng.

I shake you awake up in the middle of the night to tell
you, “The apocalypse is a side character.”
You giggle, startled, drowsy. “What?”
“Or even better: an unnamed, numbered extra.”
You shift against me, burrowing closer. “You can’t
mean that.”

Avra Margariti

Thick slabs of moonlight stream through the broken
windows of our attic squat. Silver and blue. Someone
screams outside, equally fractured.
“It’s you and I,” I say. “We move the plot.”
You drift off again. I want to weave you a
dreamcatcher to capture the ash and blood of our new
world before it seeps behind your closed eyelids.
I want to weave us a new-old world.

We’re out of supplies again so we go scavenging. I
hold a baseball bat in one hand and your fingers in the
other.
“Look!” you call, tugging at our point of connection.
“A corner store.”
The shattered windows are boarded up. I help you
through the rotting wood planks, careful of rust and
protruding nails.
We open a box of Fruit Loops and eat them by the
handfuls where we stand. I give you the yellow and
purple ones, which are your favorites, even though they
all taste the same in their powdery, sugary hearts.
The soot-stained streets are deserted. We walk hand
in hand, and I think about corner stores and cornerstones
and all that remains.
In an amusement park by the promenade, the neon
lights burned out, the rides unblinking, unmoving, I say,
“I want to take you on a tour of our greatest hits.”
You stare at the dark water in the distance but offer
me a sidelong smile. “Okay.”
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At least now we have a purpose. We’re no longer
wandering aimlessly through a wasteland. We’re on a
mission, two wives revisiting all that brought us here,
together.
You pull me toward the giant teacups, and we sit
inside the tackiest, pinkest one. Our first date was in an
amusement park. I threw up after one of the wildest
rides, and you stroked my hair the whole time. I check
the perimeter first and surreptitiously kick any bloody
body parts under the overgrown ferns before you see
them. Inside the teacup splashed with squalid rainwater
from last night’s storm, we drink canned peach syrup to
soothe our parched throats.
I stop humming the Adventure Time theme long
enough to lick a dollop of syrup from your lips.
I don’t count the few remaining stars in the mottled
brown of the sky. Instead I focus on the freckles of your
back, shoulders, and chest, tracing the path of red-gold
breadcrumbs with my lips. You make sounds against
me. A whimper, not a wail.
Later we pass a school which might as well have
been our old high school. The bleachers make for the
perfect kissing spot. I think I hear jeers and slurs but, of
course, there’s no one here but the stinging arias of the
wind. We weren’t our best selves in high school.
Slinking and battered and afraid.
On our way back, you notice a mural of rainbow
butterflies. “The kids,” you sob. “The kids.”
You’re quiet, later at night. Sitting by the window
and watching the debris-strewn street. It’s dangerous,
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but I don’t have the heart to tell you to step away from
the foggy glass.
“I wish I could crawl inside you,” you tell me.
“Don’t you wish we could crawl inside each other and
be safe?”
I know that’s your depression talking. You had it,
even before the whole apocalypse business. I thought it
would be hard keeping you here with me, but your
survival instincts are stronger than I ever gave them
credit for.
This is a game we sometimes play: we recite poetry,
and when our memory fails us, we turn to children’s
books.
I look around the shithole I’ve found for us to hide
in. “It was a hobbit hole, and that means comfort,” I say
in my best reading voice.
Your sigh turns into a laugh midway as you leave the
window to snuggle up against my side.
While I was running from a gang last night, I twisted
my ankle blue and throbbing. You mustn’t know, or you
might put a stop to our tour. I hotwire a car like my ex
girlfriend once taught me. You ride shotgun as I play
whack-a-mole with the bodies sprawled across the halfmolten tarmac.
“Don’t look,” I warn, and you dutifully close your
eyes, lashes fluttering like spiderling legs against your
cheeks.
When you open your eyes again, you spot an antique
shop and say, “Stop. Right here.”
We stroll inside. At least I know nobody has
bothered to pillage this shrine of dust motes and old
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lace. We were theater kids once, getting away from our
parents long enough to be ourselves. We lived and
breathed musty old costumes and wood varnish.
You shimmy into an old flapper dress laden with
sequins and tassels. I go full drag, complete with a black
dapper suit, top hat, and even a walking cane, which I
can hopefully pass off as a mere prop.
I offer you a rose—an origami one, the only kind
left—and you clap in delight.
“You—for me?”
I tuck the paper flower in your matted curls.
“Everything.”
We play jazz from an old gramophone and slowdance around the cramped shop, bumping against
furniture and display cases, wringing groans out of the
old floorboards. I hiss when I put too much pressure on
my sprained ankle, and you guide me on a velvet
loveseat, a furrow between your brows.
Do you know? Please don’t stop. Please don’t make
me stop.
A bottle of wine peeks out between the loveseat
cushions. It looks vintage, something expensive and
miraculously intact. We drink straight from the bottle,
long, breathless chugs into the drunken night.
“Am I bad?” you slur. “Did the world stop because
of me?”
“No, no, no,” I chant. Wine sloshes down my arm as
I gesture to encompass the whole antique shop. “Look,
the world didn’t stop. It’s still spinning.”
Ruined and ravaged and beautiful, it spins.
“I didn’t appreciate it enough,” you hiccup.
“Before.”
“You did the best you could.”
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“If you weren’t here…”
“Yes?”
You’re crying. My salty-eyed, grief-wrecked girl.
And I, your stoic counterpart, concealing all the hairline
fissures of my resolve.
“If you weren’t here.”
You don’t finish your phrase, but I know. If we
didn’t have each other and our tour, our mission, I’m
not so sure that either of us would be anywhere at all.
You haven’t left the bed all week. I say bed, but it’s
only a moldy blanket spread out on the packed-dirt
floor. Another cellar reeking of woodsy rot. Another
hobbit hole I’d protect with my life.
As you twist in restless sleep, I whisper, “The world
is good. Even like this. It’s good and you love it and I
love it too.”
I’m already thinking of the next stop of our greatest
hits tour. It should be a chapel, somewhere, anywhere.
We traded our wedding rings early on for provisions,
but I have two plastic rings in my pocket pilfered from a
toy store not far from here. I’m already drafting in my
head our new vows. ‘Til death, and undeath, and
whatever the hell comes next.
I slip one of the rings on your fourth digit. The
plastic band sits as pink and glittery as a promise against
the blood and grime embedded in your knuckles.
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The City, My Love
Alexandra Seidel

Illustration © 2021, Carmen Moran.

I am the city you will fall in love with, and I am the city
you will never forget. It is every single part of me that
makes it so. My love is in the smell of salt from the sea,
carried over my Heart River on a summer breeze or a
whip of winter wind. Those who come to me for the
first time notice it, those who are born here miss it
should they ever leave. Since the first lonely wanderer,
my wanderer, settled down by my Heart River and
called her hut a home, it has been the savory-sweet salt
that defined me.
In the same way that people only share their salt with
close friends, I consider my love a private thing.
Perhaps that is why there is little ostentatiousness in the
way my bricks were laid, tidy-sturdy and with care,
perhaps it is why the way the sun peaks my roofs and
scratches arches and window panes is more important to
me than gilded domes and stained glass windows.

Alexandra Seidel

The endearments of a city, the details you will never
forget, are hidden within sacred treasure troves. My
Gallery is one such place. In 1887, work on her was
begun. I remember the construction, every day of stone
fit upon stone or another pillar erected. The architect
loved me. I helped him dream the corners of each room
in his sleep, and when he took lunch by the river in the
café that had been the meeting place of wild-haired
poets fifty years prior, he drew doodles of the vaulted
roof and of the columns upon which it would rest. The
lines were steady, and he spilled tea on them only once.
“She must have marble and mosaics,” he said,
stirring his cup. He had taken to calling the Gallery
‘she,’ just like he did me. Wind from the sea brushed his
hair, and the gulls who shared with me the sight of their
eyes circled above. The architect never noticed, not
even when one came down to peer at the remainder of
his lunch from the lichen-spangled balustrade right next
to him. The architect’s vision of the Gallery drowned
out all other sounds and sights. That is how he loved.
My Gallery was completed, and it was a fabulous
thing, dream-born and stone-delivered. By the time her
mosaics were laid, she was already part of me. It was
the only thing the architect ever built, but it was a
masterpiece.
In 1997, a child ran down one of the Gallery’s tightly
winding hallways and lost her stuffed bunny. The girl’s
hair was a mass of red curls, and it reminded me of one
particular mosaic, one the architect had hand drawn on a
napkin and carried for days close to his heart. The
child’s father walked for hours, holding his daughter’s
hand in his. Finding the stuffed bunny had become their
shared quest.
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“I remember these polished floor tiles, the mosaics,
the windless birds, the soundless leaves, the way the
echoes of our footfalls carried. I remember the dim
lights creeping up the walls and getting caught in these
richly carved and painted picture frames. When we
found my stuffed bunny, I knew I wanted to become an
artist. I still have the stuffed bunny,” she confessed in an
interview, her hair more tidy with adulthood, but still
wild under all those years. The little girl only ever
painted me.
In one of my oldest parts, there is an alleyway that
ends at a well. The well is nestled between the houses
that have gathered there over the years, and grass and
moss have conquered its walls. In winter, the houses
around the well keep the sunlight off its water, but in
summer, the sun hits the bottom, spills a sharp shadow
that points back to my Heart River.
Ages ago, in 1123, that well had been there already
for many generations. Those who had the kenning knew
to drop something of value in and make a wish. I always
heard them. When I could, I made their wish come true.
A young kenning woman came to the well one night,
and she dropped in a little figurine her dead grandfather
had carved for her. It was a rabbit, ears flat to her back,
all the lines left by the carving tools smoothed by the
kenning woman’s hands. “Bring my love to me, the one
that will always cherish and respect me, will never hurt
but defend me. Make our love last forever.”
Her love was a cattle herder. He came to me to sell
yearling cows, and with wind and pavement stones
catching his feet at the right angle, I made sure he found
her, tripped, and almost fell right into the kenning
woman’s arms. Their first kiss was in the alleyway that
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led to the well, and when their lips met, a full moon
struck the silver surface where my well water watched.
The child who lost her stuffed bunny in my Gallery
and became a painter painted the alleyway and the well,
and I loved her for it, brushed her curls out of her eyes
with a salty breeze and held her easel steady between
my pavement stones. She couldn’t know that the
kenning woman was her ancestress, that her line had
never left me, and yet she had found the well; the
kenning woman had asked for forever.
The architect died childless, and all I have of him is
my Gallery. I was his truest love, but there was a lover.
He was a haberdasher’s accountant, and knew he could
never compete with me in the architect’s affections.
The accountant had come to me in his journeyman
years, and it had taken him weeks to learn the map of
me, even if he learned the measure of my citizens more
easily. I believe the architect’s eyes, blue as my Heart
River close to sunset, caught the accountant first. I know
he never grew to love me as much as he did the
architect. I cared for him as I do for every citizen, but I
never grew love for him either, perhaps because there
were nights when his salty skin was close to the
architect, and all I could do was watch with bird eyes
through the French windows. After the architect died—
too soon—the accountant took to visiting the Gallery
every day. We shared our grief there, he and I, and
when he moved away from me, I wished him well,
wished he’d find a place where his heart could rest. I
never missed him.
The kenning woman was descended from a shield
maiden. The shield maiden was here when people from
a different land tried to conquer me, conquer my people
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and drown my language like kittens in a pail of water.
She had the kenning too, but unlike that other daughter
of her line, the shield maiden was a warrior through and
through. Thus she walked my walls and gave me her
guarding eyes. Those who would tear my gates and tear
my people had no love for me, and I had none at all for
them. They twisted my name with their strange tongue,
threw curses at my citizens, those citizens that loved me
enough to cry their salt and bleed their life, all to defend
me.
So, when the conquerors came, I made my gates
strong as my shield maiden’s arms, and when the arrows
from my walls left carnage outside of my gates, I called
all my ravens to savor that feast and leave nothing but
dull bones. There was fire, too, when we were so
besieged, and some of my citizens died in the arms of
my walls. Yet in the end, those who survived and I, we
stood unbroken.
In 2304, an archaeologist found my maiden’s shield.
He was digging after old buildings had been
demolished. The plan to build new buildings there was
abandoned. Instead, the old walls, the graves, and my
maiden’s shield were displayed in a Museum that was
erected there for that singular purpose.
I loved the Museum, and it grew into me easily. The
archaeologist was new, had no blood that tied him to
me, but after he had birthed the shield from the earth,
the shield which had been hidden there for hundreds of
years, he fell for me; how could he not? He was always
careful when he spoke of who might have owned the
shield. He dreamed of the patterns marked on it though,
dreamed how the nick in its edge might have been a
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blade aimed for the maiden’s head, dreamed—with the
minutest nudge from me—her face under dream’s veil.
The archaeologist left me for conferences sometimes,
but he would always return. His son and his husband
placed flowers on his grave each year on the day he had
lifted the shield from the ground. I was there with them,
every year, until I welcomed their bones as I had
welcomed the archaeologist’s. They rest together, the
three of them, and my birds bring flowers, once a year.
In 2241, when my maiden’s shield still lay sleeping,
new people came to me. I heard in their voices the
flowers that had blossomed from the language of the
conquerors that I had once fed to my ravens. But these
people, they were not here to take. Their eyes were dull
as my Heart River sometimes gets in winter, and I
understood that all had been taken from them, even their
home. I recalled how the kenning woman offered her
house to the cattle herd she loved, and just like she had,
I opened myself to these strangers.
They found my salty winds soothing on their bruised
skin and all my streets smoothed themselves under their
blistered feet. I welcomed them in every way a city can
a stranger, and my citizens did as well. A woman who
had lost her love in the war that had taken the land she
was born in gave birth to a child, not too far away from
where the shield rested under the earth. I was not
surprised when that child’s descendant built his family
here, with the archaeologist who had raised the shield in
memory, not in defense. By the time their son was born,
the two languages that now spun the song of my streets
had become interwoven, just like the patterns on the
shield maiden’s shield.
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My growth was not always easy, and it was not
always brought on by the love of my people. When they
built the launching area, it didn’t grow into me well. I
did not care for it, at all. The rocket engineer however
had argued that I would be the perfect home for it, that
her rockets could only be launched from the shore near
my Heart River. I was not surprised, because the rocket
engineer’s ancestress had defended me with her shield,
and another daughter of their blood had known the
kenning and passed it down her line like love.
However, the rocket engineer loved me only second
best, the way the architect had only loved the accountant
second best. I have never been conquered, but the
rejection of this daughter’s daughter’s daughter hurt. In
my pain, I hardly noticed the way traffic had stopped its
smooth flow, failed to see the loose stones that caught
pedestrians’ feet and made them fall, even though it was
my pain—the hurt of love that isn’t given in turn—that
caused these things. But when a stone in the mosaic of
my Gallery broke—the mosaic that so reminded me of
the child that had once lost her stuffed bunny there, the
child from whom the rocket engineer was also
descended—I saw that I was hurting, I, the city that was
ever loved, and I had turned that hurt to my citizens.
I recalled my shield maiden then, the way that she
had never wavered, even when a blade almost took her
head. The conquerors had not loved me; what they had
wanted wasn’t love. But when their descendants came, I
gave them love, and they returned it, thousandfold. Each
of my citizens deserved to be loved as they did me.
My rocket engineer needed me to love her, like any
chick needs her mother’s caring wing. And I am the city
that is mother to all her children. My traffic flowed
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again, and all my stones settled smoothly once more.
My birds draped flowers over three graves resting side
by side, the archaeologist’s family, and when the rocket
engineer came to say goodbye to her great-great-greatgrandfathers, she wondered who had put those flowers
there.
“We will give our new home this city’s name,” she
whispered to the dead, and I heard. “So we don’t ever
forget where we came from.”
That day, my winds were loud, and they carried
water heavy with salt from my Heart River. Through
rain, I cried, and all my birds sang a bitter-sweet
melody. Of course my rocket engineer loved me, but she
loved me differently than anyone else ever had. I owed
it to her to let her go.
The morning of the launch, it was her the cameras
focused on. I made sure there was a ray of sunlight in
her eyes when she smiled. That is how I wanted the
world to remember her, her eyes bright as well water
and polished mosaics, and her face serene. When she
turned and climbed up into her rocket, I caressed her
neck with a wisp of wind to say goodbye. A tear left a
trail of salt down her cheek, and I knew that I would
miss her, forever. The emblem on the right arm of her
flight suit was the weave on the shield maiden’s shield;
I knew it would protect her.
The grave of the wanderer that settled here and
called me home lies unmarked close by the Heart River,
a little ways away from the launching area that is now
part of me. When she died, her family built a mound,
and they remembered her for a long time thereafter. But
I grew so fast that eventually the people forgot her, even
if I never did. Her bones are smoothed with my earth’s
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caresses. They lie perfectly in the shape of her, just like
all my roads and buildings, like the Gallery and the
Museum lie perfectly in the shape of me. It was my love
for the wanderer that began the lesson of what it means
to care for another that is not like you.
My rocket engineer was the very last daughter of my
wanderer’s line. Only when she left for the unknown did
I consider that my wanderer, too, had lived somewhere
before she lived here. Does that place still miss her, that
woman that sang her daughters lullabies where I began,
lullabies like the weave on a shield or the brushstrokes
on a canvas?
The wanderer and I, we share a name. After all,
before I was me, I was her place. Even after all these
years, I am still hers and hers alone. And yet, my rocket
engineer will give the wanderer’s name another home,
an echo-home. Her name will ring along the stars like
the sound of prayer beads and silver bells. This is the
love that was built here, that is what grew here and took
to the sky like dandelion seeds. I hope that the wanderer
who sleeps beneath knows, and knows how she was
loved. I know her last daughter will build another home
worthy of her name.
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A Subtle Fire Beneath the
Skin
Hayley Stone

Illustration © 2021, Cécile Matthey.

The wall opens. It’s been so long since anyone visited
that Gennesee cannot recall the word for door; it’s only
the wall scraping off its body, taking apart the darkness
with barely-recalled light.
Her chains rake the dusty floor as she crawls
forward, muscles too atrophied to hold up her spine.
Any sense of decorum has left her. She’s close enough
that the fresh blast of air goes down her throat like lake
water, fleshy and cold, no different from the fingers of
the chief archivist after she swallowed a page of his
personal musings. A single page probably wouldn’t
have been enough for her to digest the shape of his
mind, letting her pull the words she needed to command
her release, but she’d had to try something.
That was more than two years ago.
She has not seen another soul in all that time, and has
often wondered if maybe all of the archivists are dead.
To aid that possibility, Gennesee used to paint epics of
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plague and war in her own blood on the walls. She tried
strengthening the spells with heroic couplets, but the
subject and form clashed. Had she succeeded, many
innocents would have died along with her enemies, and
there was nothing noble about drowning an entire ship
to kill a few rats.
It wouldn’t have mattered, anyway. The magic of the
Library is too old, unmoved by pretty turns of phrase.
Its walls have rejected her every attempt to escape,
bouncing back syllables like arrows pinging off a shield.
In the time since her arrest, Gennesee has forgotten
most of the Library’s history, and much of her own, but
occasionally a dim memory surfaces, disturbing the
stillness of her mind.
She is here because she tried to murder the wrong
person—or failed to kill the right one. Words can be
twisted to tell any story, as she well knows, having once
strangled a foreign queen by manipulating a few
trochees in a breathless poem about love.
The figure comes toward her. As Gennesee’s eyes
adjust to the glare, she finally sees that it’s a woman,
and not the man she was expecting. The question of why
balances her on a knife’s edge between disappointment
and intrigue. She had hoped for another chance to turn
the chief archivist’s mind against him, building new
verse off the disquiet magic of the Library itself to see if
that made a difference.
“Will you take some water?” the woman asks gently.
Born between the ragged sighs of a dying god,
Gennesee doesn’t need food or water to survive, only
breath and will, but she nods. As the woman leans down
to help her drink, Gennesee narrows her eyes. “I know
you,” she whispers, voice husky from disuse. It isn’t the
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woman she recognizes, so much as her thin leaves of
pale hair, the curving spine, and that miserable blinking
tic while she’s waiting to speak.
“No,” the woman says, “but you knew my father.”
A child. The chief archivist has never said anything
about a child. But then, their conversations over the
years have mostly revolved around Gennesee, her past
crimes, and all the knowledge she has accumulated over
her long immortal life, rarely turning more personal than
condemnations over her repeated attempts to escape.
“Why has he stayed away so long?” Gennesee asks,
wiping her mouth. “I hope I didn’t frighten him too
badly the last time he visited.”
“My father is dead. That isn’t why I’m here.”
Gennesee wants to ask questions, unpacking all the
delicious details of his death, but instead she keeps
silent, allowing a brief caesura for the archivist’s
daughter to say what she has come to say.
“Many believe you are a monster, but I don’t share
their conviction. I’ve dug up all the stories, read the
firsthand reports. I know how you single-handedly beat
back an invading army, and turned aside floodwaters
during the Great Storm. You even saved the Library
from burning back in the days of King Esthar, may his
words last.”
“So?”
“So our country is in danger. That same enemy you
vanquished is once more at our gates, and you know
their weak points.”
Gennesee almost laughs. That same enemy. There
have been many. The Misks, whose language swarmed
with beautiful similes, and the Aranar with their grating
tendency to overcrowd stories with narrative asides—
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but that was also a long time ago. By her estimates, at
least forty years have passed while she has been here in
the Library, with only the chief archivist’s brief visits
breaking up the monotony like the slow, ponderous
blinks of a giant.
That same enemy. There is no such thing. The enemy
of today will only be a thin, vestigial organ of opponents
she faced in the past. People are as fluid as language,
always streaming into new hatreds, new ways of killing
each other. Nothing will be as Gennesee remembers,
and for a moment that realization irks her, like a
misplaced pause in the middle of a sentence. She will
have to spend countless hours clearing away cobwebs,
learning colloquialisms and slang, catching up to
technology and culture, all so her words do not bear the
moldering stain of her incarceration.
Otherwise her power will not work. But perhaps the
woman is unaware of that fact.
“And in exchange for my help?” Gennesee replies,
not bothering to correct her. She senses an offer coming.
She can always tell when the turn is near, the same way
an elder’s bones ache before rain.
“It’s not within my power to grant you permanent
freedom, but I can give you something just as
worthwhile,” the woman says, and reaching into a
satchel at her waist, she pulls out a loose collection of
papers, each a decaying shade of yellow. “During his
time as chief archivist, my father made copies of every
letter ever sent to him. You might recognize some
names among their authors. In exchange for your help,
and your word that you will return to the Library after
the war, I will give you these letters.”
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She must know what she’s offering. Such detailed
correspondence will mean almost certain death for those
who imprisoned Gennesee as soon as she moves beyond
these walls. More than any other Bespoken, Gennesee is
the reason critics stopped referring to her kind by that
name and started calling them death poets. She needs
only a sample of a person’s writing to know what poetic
form their mind will accept, the words that will break or
unmake them, putting them under her control. What is
writing, after all, but one’s heart and mind tattooed upon
the skin of a page?
Reading is her preferred method, but there are other
ways of acquiring the words. Touching a few strands of
inky scrawl is usually enough for Gennesee to lift text
from a page and settle it in her mind, like sealing
butterflies between glass. Eating prose can work in a
pinch, but too often her teeth trap articles and pronouns,
gumming up the context. Only desperation moved her to
try this with the chief archivist’s note, knowing it would
amount to nothing.
An entire letter—let alone a whole collection—is a
feast compared to the scraps she relied on even before
her imprisonment, when she had been forced to scour
hastily-scribbled missives or badly printed pamphlets
for weaknesses to exploit, killing in service to the
crown. The situation must be dire for the woman to
approach her with such a dangerous offer, or maybe she
simply doesn’t care about the lives of a few powerful
men and women. Both are intriguing possibilities.
Gennesee creeps forward on stone-scraped knees.
Her decision is not a difficult one. “You have a deal,”
she says.
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She raises her hands, still shackled at the wrists, and
reaches out to seize the letters. A hash of cuts on her
palms show the journeys she has taken down the black
aisles of her cell, following a ribbed path of spines, her
long length of chain trailing behind her. The room had
once been lit by rudimentary poems, sunlight filtering
down from stanzas in the vaulted ceiling—poems one of
her kind put into place back in ancient times—but the
chief archivist had each of them scratched out before he
left, punishing Gennesee with the presence of books she
cannot read. All those words held hostage by the dark.
Where better to store a culture’s forbidden literature
than alongside a monster? Gennesee has tried picking
up the stories with her fingertips, but the magic of the
Library is too strong, blinding even her powers of touch.
At the sight of Gennesee’s palms, an expression of
sympathy crosses the woman’s face, but is quickly
gone, like a bat losing its shadow beneath the overhang
of evening. She pulls the letters away. “Half now,” she
says coolly, “and half when you return.”
“What good will the latter do me if I am trapped
here?” Gennesee demands, her voice tightened by
frustration.
“You of all people should understand the value of
knowledge,” the woman answers, dangling the letters
close again, adding in a seductive whisper, “the power
of a few words.”
She is right, of course. This conversation has proven
the impermanence of Gennesee’s situation, shaking her
awake. One day in the future, after this bloody quest has
ended, when another archivist makes the mistake of
trusting her, or some foolish monarch finally pardons
her, Gennesee will walk free from the Library a second
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time. She will serve the rest of the letters like knives to
the throats of those who betrayed her, accused her,
sealed her away. And she will start over, and she will be
free.
“Very well,” Gennesee says. “I agree to your terms.”
“I hoped you would,” the woman says, stuffing the
letters back into her satchel. She helps Gennesee to
stand, and there is steel beneath her touch, all the
strength Gennesee never sensed from the chief archivist,
her father. Even more intriguing.
Off come the shackles, and Gennesee rubs her wrists
as the chains coil to the dusty floor. Her legs tremble
beneath her after so long on her knees, but it is nothing a
sestina cannot fix. “And to whom do I owe my release?”
Gennesee asks, gaze drawn to the woman’s satchel.
The woman gives a thin smile. “I am chief archivist
of this library. That should suffice. Now, if you will
please follow me…”
Door, Gennesee remembers suddenly, stumbling
after the chief archivist, and passing through the great
white wound in the wall.
None of the letters she is given mention Gennesee by
name. Others are discussed in passing, but she cannot
tell whether the names mentioned belong to Bespoken
in other countries, or simply men and women of a
certain rank here at home:
Kiwiri’s attendance cannot be relied upon; they are
too busy holding up the right flank… Monson left late
this afternoon following a disagreement with Sariah
over the decision to withdraw our forces from the
Gate… Fallas traded barbs with me over that shipment I
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was going to send you… The Bespoken may be our
single greatest asset now.
That last notation is of particular interest, as it
suggests a new recognition of Gennesee’s usefulness,
rather than centering her inside a dialogue of fear as
before. She wonders what offer these traitors would
have made her today, as opposed to the one they had
used to trap her: promising rich moral rewards to
assassinate a royal envoy, making her believe their
cause was just, their complaints worthy of an answer,
only to stage a very public failure for her and then claim
she built the framework for the whole scheme herself.
All so they would have a clear route to power, to
controlling the king. With her out of the way, only the
archivists remained to advise him, and they were far
more concerned with preserving the Library than
defending the sovereignty of the kingdom as a whole.
Gennesee pours over the letters, memorizing their
contents, and especially their authors. When she agreed
to the treason that led to her imprisonment, she had not
known the names of her patrons. They visited her
through young messengers with good memories who
delivered the missives orally, though that was not
unusual. Even before she had committed any crimes,
she was mistrusted. Blamed for every sudden suicide or
disappearance, as if she had nothing better to do with
her time than torture strangers. The only people who
wrote to her were other Bespoken, immune to one
another’s forms, and her lover, who had died waiting for
her freedom from the Library. Everyone else feared
giving her an alley into their minds.
Perhaps they were right to do so, she thinks,
watching as one of the authors spills his intestines onto
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his desk and begins organizing them for her pleasure,
eyes growing blank as a clean page.
The man had pretended not to know who she was,
feigning ignorance even as she introduced herself, even
as her lips formed the poem that urged him to take up a
letter opener and press it into his belly. The same
themes had come up again and again in each of his
letters, almost repeating himself, so Gennesee structured
the spell around two repeating rhymes and two refrains.
It was child’s play. The spell easily cracked the soft
shell of his mind, and afterward, nothing he said made
any sense, including his denials.
And yet.
For one fleeting moment after his heart stops, she
worries she has made a mistake. His death sits with her,
an uneasy companion. She tries to reason her guilt
away. The letter was attributed to him, after all, and her
spell would not have worked if those had not been his
words.
So what if he did not confess to being involved in the
plot to imprison her? Given more time, she could have
gotten answers out of him, but she is not after
explanations or excuses. She hungers for the peace of
vengeance, a way of laying all her anger to rest. There is
a hole inside her as dark and vast as the one she had
been thrown into. Something must be done to fill it.
The frontline provides a decent distraction on the
days she is not hunting for the authors of the other
letters. The top brass aim her at the enemy, as if she is a
weapon no more complicated than a club, and stand
back watching her work. She drafts poems into the dirt
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that are felt behind enemy lines, as strong as an
earthquake, toppling structures, and burying anyone
alive inside them. Often she goes ahead of the vanguard
during battle, moving enemy soldiers to madness inside
of a breath, speaking in allusions and apostrophe, and
commanding them to death.
On those days more than any other she feels the
sharp truth of what she is: inhuman, more verse than
body, syllables stretched into a flesh-shaped scream.
Meter ripples beneath her brown skin, toned like
muscle, and when she moves, the tight scrolls of her
hair jostle each other like competing figures of speech.
She learns everything she needs to know about the
enemy from the contraband smuggled into the army
camps by their spies, mostly books but some
propaganda material, too. Although they are designated
eyes-only, often they find their way into the hands of
bored soldiers. The two sides share a common tongue,
give or take the odd turn of phrase and more flexible
conjugation. In fact, Gennesee’s dialect sounds closer to
that of the enemies’ than her allies. When she reads their
words, it reminds her of home—not a place, but a time.
One evening she gets her hands on an enemy
soldier’s unfinished manuscript and stays up all night
reading about star-crossed lovers, sword fights, and
other lighthearted escapades, and she scarcely
understands how someone in the middle of a war could
write something so genuinely hopeful, without a trace of
bitterness. Later, when the casualty reports come in, and
Gennesee spots the author’s name on the list, something
fractures inside her. Something she had not known
could break.
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She does not know why, but she holds on to the
pages of the story, carries them with her like a charm.
When she visits death upon the next few letter-authors,
the story is there with her, rolled up inside a hollow tube
at her hip, and for every step toward vengeance she
takes, the pages rasp softly like the hiss of a warning
snake.
“You seem to have made good progress,” the chief
archivist says cheerfully during one of their rare
meetings. Gennesee refuses to set foot inside the Library
until she absolutely must, and the chief archivist is
smart enough to know the Library is all that protects
her, so they speak through the threshold, one on either
side. “I confess, I thought it would take you longer to
move through the list. How many remain?”
“I thought you asked me here to discuss the war,”
Gennesee says. “Whatever else I do does not concern
you.”
If she sounds defensive, it is because the topic rubs
her the wrong way, going against the grain of her
conscience. The murders have brought her no measure
of peace, nothing close to the calm pleasure she found
while reading that soldier’s story. Nothing she has done
has made the authors give up their doctored confusion.
They react in the same predictable fashion when she
arrives, good manners giving way to baffled horror. The
last even accused the chief archivist of sending her, as if
Gennesee were no more than a marionette twitching on
strings.
“Yes,” the chief archivist agrees, practiced formality
sliding back over her features, erasing the gloat. “How
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is the war going? I hear reports you are a great asset in
the field.”
“It goes,” Gennesee answers in a clipped voice. Her
eyes slide toward the satchel the chief archivist wears
each time they meet, a deliberate reminder of what she
is working toward, though it feels like a taunt.
Silence lays bricks between them, a wall as
comfortable as lies. “Would you like to come in?” the
chief archivist finally asks, as she always does.
“You already know the answer to that.”
“I have no reason to keep you here,” the chief
archivist reminds her. “We have some papers on loan
from the Archive in Trent I thought you might like to
read. The collection includes an inspired treatise on
metonymy as poetic reductionism, penned in the hand of
one of our country’s first poets. Not Bespoken himself,
but a man of humble origins.”
Gennesee resists the temptation, but cannot keep
herself from asking, “Indeed? And what is so reductive
about metonymy?”
“He believes there is danger in shorthand, in favoring
simplicity over complexity. By substituting a name for a
mere attribute, you diminish the reader’s capacity to
empathize with the object or person in question.”
“That is the point,” Gennesee replies. “Not
everything needs humanity.”
“I think you mean not everyone has humanity,” the
chief archivist says, “and I would disagree, but such is a
debate for another day. If you will not come in, perhaps
I can have someone bring you something. Some
refreshments, perhaps? You look weary.”
She does not merely look weary; Gennesee is weary.
The past few months have drained her. She doesn’t like
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that the chief archivist sees it and likes her decision to
comment on it even less.
“Was there anything else?” Gennesee asks pointedly.
She surprises herself by longing not for violence, but for
some place quiet, far away from this forsaken place,
where she can be alone with her favorite story,
following its familiar twists and turns, jolting down the
same path toward an ending that does not exist—a
happy ending. She knows it would have been a happy
ending.
“Nothing for now,” the chief archivist says, sounding
disappointed. “Good luck on your hunt.”
As she’s leaving, the words for the archivist’s
destruction spring to Gennesee’s mind in the form of a
stinging sirventes, but she fastens her lips and keeps
walking.
While entering the sixth month of Gennesee’s
mission, during a brief interlude in the war, she gets the
idea to complete the soldier’s unfinished novel herself.
She starts small, laying the groundwork for a finale that
honors the original author’s intent. Something grand and
romantic but without too many flourishes.
Gennesee has never written a book before. It takes
time for her to learn how to stumble without reaching
out to catch herself on poetry. How to curve a story
without decapitating a line, and pull an emotion other
than misery and pain through her words.
For a while, she forgets about the letters and their
authors, the few who still live. This is more important.
She has to believe that, to stave off the fear. Fear that
she is wasting her precious moments of freedom,
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pointlessly fiddling with commas and periods and plot.
Fear that when she finally finishes, nothing will have
changed at all. Not the world with all its darkness, nor
herself, a soulful poet monster-made.
Her desire for vengeance grows stale while she
works, and as she nears completion, the fog of her grief
begins to clear, and she begins to make out a single truth
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in place of her anger, like a plinth emerging from the
mist; if she must return to the Library, she wants to
leave something more behind than corpses.
Rather than waiting for the quartermaster to fill her
request for more parchment, she begins writing over the
faces of the remaining letters, over the words that mean
nothing to her, and the names that mean even less. She
scrawls the final scenes across the backs in one heady
burst of inspiration, squinting against a stab of sunlight
as morning comes, as it inevitably must.
The next day, she returns to the Library and when the
chief archivist invites her inside, she accepts.
Gennesee follows in silence as the chief archivist
leads her back to her cell. Around her the Library looks
unchanged, with all the same antechambers and
channels, reminding Gennesee of a heart more than a
building. The walls glow, inscribed with poems too
ancient to be read and too powerful to be understood,
but as Gennesee passes, her body angles toward them of
its own volition, like one magnet attracted to another.
“You surprise me,” the chief archivist remarks over
her shoulder as they reach Gennesee’s room. She
struggles to keep her hands from tightening into fists at
her side as they speak, her nervousness plain. “I trusted
the letters would be a powerful incentive, but I had no
idea how deep the well of your hatred is, that you would
return immediately for the rest… It is unexpected.”
“I did not come back for the letters,” Gennesee says.
At that, the chief archivist stops.
“Even more unexpected,” she murmurs, facing her.
“Tell me then—why?”
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“You always offered me refreshments before,”
Gennesee says, some of her old spite returning. She
smiles leanly. “Are we doing away with the formalities
now?”
The chief archivist stalls, blinking rapidly. “The
others are dead, aren’t they?” she blurts after a moment,
the question she has no doubt been dying to ask from
the moment Gennesee entered the Library.
“Many,” Gennesee says, “not all.”
“Then you are not done.”
“On the contrary.” Gennesee glances down at the
tube housing the completed manuscript. “I am quite
finished.”
“The war…” the chief archivist begins to say.
Gennesee cuts her off. “This has never been about
the war. Neither for myself—or, I suspect, for
you. Amara.”
“How—”
Gennesee approaches the frozen archivist, close
enough that her warm breath makes the woman turn
away her face. “Did you think I would not figure it out?
None of the letters had anything to do with me. But
many had a great deal to say about you. And the men
and women I killed—they were all far too young to
have been involved with my imprisonment.”
“Yet you killed them anyway,” Amara points out.
“Metonymy,” Gennesee says, feeling her throat
tighten around the word, squeezed against her neck by
guilt. “I confused myself for my poetry. Anger for right.
Violence for justice. I have returned because it is what I
owe them, not for any of your fake letters.”
Amara is silent a long moment. “And my name?
Where did you learn it?”
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“Every author I visited had it written down
somewhere. Did you think I would not go through their
letters?” Gennesee gave her a pitying look. “Oh, Amara.
That is sad, lazy planning.”
Gennesee moves past the stunned archivist and into
the room, running her gaze across the space. In the soft
light of freshly-carved sonnets, the shelves shimmer and
glow, as though she is looking at them from across a
distance of hot stone. She approaches one shelf, running
a hand across the embossed title, smiling to herself.
“Some even guessed you were responsible for
unleashing me on them,” Gennesee adds, turning back
to Amara, “eliminating those who were voices for your
removal as chief archivist. Those advocating for
negotiation and peace. You neglected to mention that it
was our side who began this war—on your counsel. I
expect your successor will not behave so recklessly.”
Amara opens her mouth to speak a denial, or perhaps
defend herself with a confession, but Gennesee shakes
her head. “Careful, Amara. You, of all people, should
understand the power of a few words.”
“You think you’ve won,” Amara says in a shaky
voice, sounding just like her father had that last time he
and Gennesee spoke, when the old man was closer to
death than either of them realized, the stress of his job
slowly pulling him into an early grave. His fear had
been palpable then, as his daughter’s is now. “But you
will never leave this room as long as I am alive. I will
make sure of that. Here.” She yanks the remaining
letters free from her satchel and pitches them at
Gennesee. “Your reward.”
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The letters catch like wings in the air, before floating
down to rest at Gennesee’s feet. She selects one from
the pile, picks it up, and turns it over.
Both sides are blank. There never were more letters,
only the premise for a trap.
“Clever,” Gennesee says, and nothing more. She
knows Amara wants her rage, her hatred. But she will
not have them. Gennesee will never give such priceless
pieces of herself away again.
After the chief archivist is gone, and the wall sealed
shut, Gennesee withdraws a quill and inkwell from a
pocket in her dress. She sits beside the chains that once
held her, and marrying pen to paper, opens a new door.
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Em appeared in the doorway. Nyx cursed.
“Consider knocking?”
Nyx scrambled to put some distance between herself
and her boyfriend on his sweat-soaked mattress, trying
to catch her breath. Em observed their scurrying from
the door and smirked. Em wouldn’t mind what she’d
seen, but Nyx still felt that some of her actions deserved
a certain level of privacy.
“Something happened,” Em signed.
Nyx cursed again.
“Can it wait?”
“Someone is coming for us,” Em added. “We should
discuss.”
“What?”
Nyx left her boyfriend’s bed and gathered her clothes
from where they had been tossed on the floor. When she
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was ready to leave, ready to follow Em to wherever they
were going to engage whoever was hunting them down,
Em blocked the doorway.
“No kiss goodbye?”
“Tell me!”
Nyx tried to keep up with Em’s long steps as she
strode through the sheltered alleys of the desert
settlement.
“Someone arrived,” was Em’s response. “Let’s go
home and think about it.”
Nyx took two running steps after the taller woman,
lunged and grabbed her shoulder to slow her down.
“‘Someone arrived’… Tell me exactly what’s
happening, right now.”
Em twisted out of Nyx’s grasp and pulled her into a
corner, away from the foot traffic of the rusty alley.
“The guards found a person in the sand. The person
arrived here from the city. It’s possible that their
objective is to bring us back. Or maybe to kill us. Same
thing, right?”
Nyx breathed out and somehow she forgot how to
breathe in again. Dizzy and gasping, she slumped
against the corrugated metal wall behind her.
“No way.”
Finally. But why were there blank spots dancing in
front of her eyes? Why was breathing so difficult? This
wasn’t the time to be faint and weak.
“I have to get my weapons,” Nyx signed.
She waited one more second for the black edges
around everything to go away, then she tried to push
past Em to gather the weapons she had stockpiled,
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imagining to the point of hallucination what she would
do when the moment to take revenge finally came.
Em caught Nyx’s arm, fast. No matter how much
Nyx trained, Em would always be faster. She was
stronger, too. Nyx’s advantage was her rage. If she
revisited the right memories, her fury could keep her
fighting for hours, even when her knuckles were already
bleeding.
“We need to think about this calmly,” Em insisted.
“Someone has arrived to kill us and you want to
think about it calmly?”
All her strength, all her speed, all her technique! Em
could just go and use it on whoever had dared to chase
her down after all these years! She could just kill them,
be home in time for dinner. It would easy for her. Why
did she have to parade that deluded desert pacifism?
Nyx’s fingers clenched into fists, driving her nails
into her palms. Her muscles trembled, her vision blurred
again. Before she could yell and kick and punch, she
found herself incapacitated by Em’s embrace.
Em was usually able to tell apart Nyx’s noisy
feelings before she could figure them out herself, never
mind put them into signs other than the ones her body
gave away. Em understood: what felt like rage was
sometimes fear, and both rage and fear were related to
sadness and to those awful nightmares in which Nyx
had to run away again and in which no respite could be
found from helplessness and pain.
Em’s heavy desert coat smelled of burnt eucalyptus
and dust. Her hug felt solid and soothing. Her callused
hand stroked Nyx’s thin hair. Em let her go after four or
five of her steadier heartbeats.
“Feel better?”
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Nyx looked up into her dark eyes. They looked like
home and safety. She nodded.
Six years ago, Nyx was ten, just a little girl. She
came to, cold and sluggish. An array of piercing lights
hurt her eyes that didn’t like brightness in the first place.
She managed to move her head. She saw an arm lying
next to her on a gleaming metallic surface. Hers. There
was a tube going into it. It went in through a hole in the
skin. It ought to hurt, she thought, but her arm felt
detached. Her whole body felt that way. Except for her
head. The cold hadn’t reached her head yet.
Nyx had always had trouble telling things apart: was
she just cold or was that pain? Was that fear or was it
rage? Hadn’t they promised her a fieldtrip? Had she
been bad again? Whatever it was, it didn’t seem right. It
seemed really bad, in fact. Nyx commanded her right
hand to pull the tube from the hole in her left arm.
Liquids splattered on a tiled floor. Blood, but also some
other substance that had been dripping into her. Nyx
wriggled until she fell off the metal slab. Her numb,
bare feet slipped on the gooey mess on the tiles, but she
scrambled back up and started moving, fighting the
debilitating cold that had already seeped into her veins.
Furious at the pain she felt, she shouldered an orderly in
the crotch area. She ran, delirious, wearing only a flimsy
paper gown. She took advantage of her small size, her
rage, and other people’s surprise.
Somewhere outside, somewhere in the city, she
found a hatch that led to a crawl space under a slab of
concrete. There she spent her first night on the run from
whatever that had been; the bad thing. Then followed a
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hazy time of sneaking around in the mazes of those
twilit areas where the shining city began to turn into
rogue desert. There were snatching hands, knowing
glances, people who suddenly ran toward her.
Ultimately, her bleeding feet tapped across scorching
hot tarmac and she came across another hatch, another
spot of darkness, too small for her pursuers. It would
hide her and allow her to close her eyes for a while.
The next time Nyx surfaced, she found herself across
from a pair of angry eyes. They belonged to an
imposing desert trader into whose plane Nyx had fled
with the last of her rage. The woman’s clothing looked
heavy, almost like armor against the poisonous sun, or
against anyone who might want to cause her harm. Her
face was harsh and angular, her skin the color of
cinnamon, her black hair just long enough for a messy
braid. She was crouching in front of Nyx’s hiding place,
leaving no way to escape. Was it pain or was it mercy
when the desert woman tightened her hand around
Nyx’s translucent arm and cut out a tracker implant Nyx
hadn’t even known was there?
Em preferred thinking about things after a nice meal.
So they walked back to the small house they shared on
Em’s flight yard on the edge of the desert settlement,
facing the open dust. Em assembled a meal from
whatever the market had yielded that day. Nyx focused
on the colors, the smells, the words and signs:
cinnamon, cumin, turmeric; honey, carrots, lentils. The
fragrances always charmed the angry beasts inside her
head. Em knew that. She smiled. She handed Nyx a
plate of food.
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After the desert woman had cut out the tracker
implant, she tossed Nyx a strip of fabric to stop the
bleeding and started up the plane. Nyx spent the flight
floating in and out of consciousness, terrified or already
beyond it. Eventually the noise of the plane’s engine
ceased. They had arrived. Somewhere. Nyx stayed right
where she was, cowering in a compartment in the
plane’s cargo hold.
Back then, on Nyx’s first night in the desert, Em left
a bowl of stew in front of her hiding place. Her hunger
and the enticing sweet smell coaxed Nyx out of her
shelter eventually.
Why did all this come back now? Because someone
had come for them now, Nyx thought.
“What do we know?” she asked Em, after dinner.
“Here’s what happened,” Em began. “Security
informed me that they picked up a stranger in the sand,
a woman, approaching our settlement. They detained
her. They are interrogating her and already extracted
some information. She confessed that she is searching
for me, by my old name. My city name.”
“What was your city name anyway?”
Nyx had asked every now and then, but she had
never been told.
“What’s your name?” the tall desert stranger asked,
squatting a short distance away from Nyx on the metal
floor of the empty cargo hold. Nyx stammered the
answer through her chattering teeth. The desert woman
shook her head.
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“Your voice is too small. Doesn’t matter anyway.
Pick a desert name. Everyone who comes here does.”
“My city name is not important,” Em signed. “I need
you to interpret for me. I want to talk to this person.”
“Talk! You always just talk-talk-talk. I want to kill
her!”
“In the desert we value life.”
There was that snap in Nyx’s head again: a familiar
little click that made her go from reasonable, like Em, to
trembling with fury in a wink. Em and her complacent
desert ethics, when all Nyx wanted and needed was to
cause someone pain in exchange for her own.
“She is coming from the city to kill you!” Nyx raged.
“For running away! For hiding me! I’m going to kill
her! I want to kill her! Please let me kill her!”
On that first night, after the desert stranger had given
her something warm to eat, she also gave Nyx a clean
shirt and a blanket and showed her to a cot in her
strange little house under the plane’s wing. The light in
the house was soft and cozy. The stranger didn’t look
angry anymore. She sat down on the cot next to Nyx.
Slowly, she reached out. Nyx couldn’t have shrunk
away or run again. If there had been any more violence,
she would just have given up, she knew. But only a soft
stroke to her hair came. The stranger’s gaze registered
the tell-tale marks on Nyx’s skin: the seeping wound
where the cold stuff had been pumped into her; the ink
under her skin where she had been indexed for
repurposing, as Em explained later.
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Em’s pinky finger stroked across Nyx’s markings.
Then she pulled her hand back and ran her thumb over
the place near her own collarbone where a tattoo of a
thorny vine covered the barcode that had once
referenced her own discarded body.
“We’re the same,” she said. “Same. Understand?”
“Finished eating?” Em asked, leaving Nyx the space
she needed after her brain-snaps. Nyx nodded.
“Just don’t be disappointed if killing in revenge
doesn’t give you the satisfaction you hope for, causes
different nightmares.”
The security officer at the prison facility looked
doubtful.
“You may consider the problem taken care of,” he
said.
“I prefer to take care of my own problems,” Nyx
voiced Em’s response.
Nyx’s breathing had been shallow and inefficient
since they had set out from their house to see the
prisoner. Her heart was beating into her throat. Her
small voice could not convey Em’s determination.
Nevertheless, the security officer handed them badges
and allowed them to descend into the prison. The
elevator took them down for a long time.
From a hallway they stepped into a dim observation
room. Beyond a wide window lay a bright laboratory
cell. A man rose from a computer. Sine waves wavered
on a screen behind him.
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“It’s fine,” Nyx voiced Em’s signing. “Just a few
questions.”
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Em didn’t wait for a response or a prohibition. She
simply walked toward the door that led into the
laboratory. Announce, then do: an irritating strategy of
hers. Em’s grip around Nyx’s arm was inescapable. She
was granting the confrontation Nyx had yearned for all
these years.
The cell was too bright. Brighter than a desert day.
As bright as that laboratory from which Nyx had
escaped, six years ago. She blinked and squinted until
she was able to decode the image in front of her. On a
metal table she saw the body of a woman. She had
blonde hair that hung down in tangles. All over her
skull, there were electrodes. She was wearing a paper
gown. From gaping ports scattered across her skin hung
data cables through which the researchers were
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attempting to extract her thoughts or her programming.
She wasn’t quite human anymore. A human body didn’t
have ports for cables. She had been made into
something beyond human, but right now she seemed to
be asleep. Or dead already?
Nyx shuddered. Maybe it hadn’t been a good idea to
come after all. Her resolve faltered in the face of reality.
All her violence, all her fight, had shrunk away.
The woman on the table didn’t look capable of doing
anyone much harm. Nyx noticed blistered skin and
smeared tear paths that ran down her cheeks. Had she
attempted to hike across the sand? What did she even
want here? Didn’t she know that Em could easily kill
her in self-defense? Didn’t she know that the desert took
care of its own adopted children?
Em’s hand reached out and came to rest on the
machine-woman’s forehead where cables didn’t sprout.
“Wake up,” Em said, using her voice. She used it
rarely these days. It reminded Nyx of her laughter and
also of those early days in which Em had taught her not
only her language but also what it was like to feel safe
again and loved.
Let’s just leave this place and drink some coffee in
the market, Nyx wanted to implore, but the assassin’s
eyes blinked open. Icy blue marbles with black lenses in
the center that alternately dilated and shrank as they
attempted to focus.
“They say you came for me,” Em said, stroking the
assassin’s human cheek.
The incapacitated assassin shed a tear that followed
the path its fellows had run down the side of her face. It
dropped onto the metal table. Then her eyes closed
again.
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“Stay awake,” Em said.
Stay away, Nyx thought, that’s what she should have
done.
“So cold,” readable on the small assassin’s lips. Her
eyebrows drew together, begging for sympathy. And of
course she got it. It was always easy to get Em to do the
humane thing. She removed her coat and covered the
body on the table with it.
“What’s your name?” Em asked.
Nyx’s hands were icy. This terrible laboratory was
freezing. Just like back then. Sluggishly, Nyx’s fingers
spelled out the artifact’s spoken response:
“Artificial Retrieval of Intelligence Assistant.”
After a silence, there was a sheepish admission from
the thing’s child-like voice:
“ARIA. Just a contrived acronym. I don’t know who
I was before ARIA.”
“Who sent you here?”
“Autonomous dispatch,” said the repurposed child
through the mouth of the woman-artifact she had
become.
Autonomous dispatch? Nyx tried to find an
appropriate translation. Em frowned at her.
“That’s what she said!” Nyx snapped. “Self-sent?
Independently sent? What do I know?”
This wasn’t good. She shouldn’t be here. She
shouldn’t be made to be here. Nyx wanted to leave, but
Em wasn’t done.
“You sent yourself? Explain that,” Em requested.
The assassin on the table was difficult to understand.
Her exhausted, childlike voice cut out at times, leaving
blanks to be filled in. Nyx tried her best to interpret.
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“My next version was launched. My termination
order came. I am used up. I am to be discarded.”
Nyx watched another tear travel down the assassin’s
desert-burned cheek.
“But I thought: if I send myself to bring back an
escaped body, maybe two, maybe both of you, please?
Then I’m sure they will like me again and not put me
back into the freezer. Please not back into the freezer,
please?”
Nyx bit her lip to keep it from trembling.
“How did you find us?” Em asked her. She shouldn’t
have asked that. Something happened. Something
wrong. A change came over the engineered womanchild on the table. Her expression turned from meek to
scornful. The fear left her face. It had only been there to
manipulate, to evoke sympathy. She was not to be
trusted. Not even for a second. Not even for pity. Em
had been wrong: some lives could be valued, other lives
were a danger.
“You thought you could hide?” the assassin hissed,
evil, threatening.
Back then, one cold morning early on, Em tossed
Nyx a heavy metal rod.
“Fight me.”
The weight of the rod nearly pulled Nyx off her feet.
Even though she had been given a weapon, Nyx
suddenly found herself face down on the dusty ground
of the flight yard, with sand in her mouth, her arm
twisted behind her back, and the metal rod, inexplicably,
back in Em’s hand. A hot feeling. Rage—no:
frustration—no: elation. Em let go of Nyx.
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“Look,” Em explained, still slowly then. “I’m very
tall. I can’t hear voices. My flight business is famous in
the desert. You’re small. Your hair, your skin—so white
you can see through it. We can’t hide. People will
remember us. Maybe they will talk about us to the
wrong people. So you have to learn how to fight.”
Nyx got to her feet and spat out sand.
“Practice again!” she demanded.
The assassin’s lips twitched into a creepy sneer.
Whatever remained of her programming was starting
up. Her voice sounded buzzing, tinny, not at all like a
human child anymore, when she said,
“Subjects were submitted for biomass repurposing,
ten years apart. Illegal egress occurred prior to storage
procedure. Tracker signals were lost. The ARIA unit’s
purpose is to extract valuable technological secrets, to
deceive, to charm, to eliminate. The ARIA unit can be
deployed for tracking or retrieval purposes. I promise I
can. I promise I still can, you’ll see, watch me, I’m
good, I promise.”
The assassin’s eyes rolled back, leaving only a sliver
of white under her closing eyelids.
“I know your naaames,” the child’s voice continued
to chant, but fading, “I know your naaames…”
The terrifying thing on the table finally fell silent.
Nyx choked back tears. Fear or sadness or fury, it
was impossible to tell. She poked Em.
“I want to leave.”
Em shook her head.
“You wanted to fight. Proceed. You brought your
weapons, right?”
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Of course. They hung leaden from Nyx’s holster,
hidden under her own heavy desert coat. Em took a step
back from the table where the broken assassin was laid
out. Nyx moved her trembling hand along her arsenal.
To stab, to slash, to slice? To shoot, to bludgeon, to
crush her little hyoid?
None of her weapons would speak to her.
Again.
To crush, to bludgeon, to shoot, to slice, to slash, to
stab?
And then, for once, her noisy thoughts calmed. Nyx
withdrew her hand from her weapons. This was not
what it felt like when she wanted to do something. She
wanted to cower and hide, wrap her arms around her
head and disappear. She didn’t want to witness the
dying body on the metal table. She didn’t want to cause
death either.
“I’m so cold,” the child’s voice whispered. Nyx
yelled to expel her confusion. Even Em jumped when
Nyx’s screech echoed off the tiled walls of the cell.
Back then, Nyx had been so cold for so long that not
even the pain of her desert-burns could warm her. So
cold.
“Nyx!” Em snapped, voice and all. “You can’t do it?
Fine. Watch my back.”
Shivering but obedient, Nyx staggered to the
laboratory’s door. There was darkness in the
observation room beyond. When Em began detaching
needles, tubes, and cables from the assassin’s body,
there was a commotion. The man from the control room
arrived to keep Em from disrupting his experiment. It
took Nyx only a few seconds to incapacitate him. She
kept his arm twisted and her boot near his throat, while
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Em continued dismantling the assassin. When the
discarded artifact was freed from the spiderweb of
cables, Em lifted her body off the metal slab. The
assassin’s feet hung limp, bare, and blue. Her confused
head was resting against the thorny vine tattoo that
covered Em’s barcode, her inventory number, her
forgotten city name.
So that’s what it looked like from the outside when
Em thawed the frozen leftovers of a city experiment,
Nyx thought. Something like clarity returned, something
like confidence in her ability to predict the outcome of
this situation.
In the desert we value life.
Nyx’s weapons weighed heavy.
The nameless assassin’s eyelids fluttered. Nyx went
and added the scant returning warmth of her own hands
to the new arrival’s shivering body.
“So you’ll pick a desert name, too. Everyone who
comes here does.”
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Olivia told me once that she thought we had aliens to
thank for our faulty genes. Those are her words, not
mine. “Faulty,” as if we were houses with broken pipes,
unable to be repaired by the father, the mother, the
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competent children with college degrees, every
handyman in town. She figured that years and years ago,
someone had been abducted by little green men in a
spaceship, experimented on, had their DNA spliced so
that the SMN1 gene stopped synthesizing protein, and
then sent back down to earth. Dylan, Olivia’s best friend
who also happened to be “faulty gene” free and who I
was in love with, thought this theory was fantastic.
“I know, I know, Olivia’s an odd one, but you have
to admit, it’s a pretty great hypothesis.” He told me this
over the phone one night, as I lay in bed with my cat
curled into the crook of my arm, the hot screen of my
phone pressed to my face. Dylan and I lived three time
zones apart, playing fast and furious with the spark we
felt when I had visited Olivia a month earlier and been
introduced to each other. He never slept—something
about chronic insomnia partly caused by his meds. It
meant I could fall asleep each night with the low purr of
his voice in my ear, and I loved him all the more for
this.
At the time I thought the alien theory was charming.
Ridiculous, but charming. Olivia and Dylan had more
similarities than she and I ever would, despite our
common gene sequences. This probably made Dylan
uncomfortable.
Of course, this was all before the dreams in which
I’d be lying on a table in a circular room, the feeling of
cotton pressing down around me, an immaculate scalpel
poised in midair above my stomach. There was never
any hand wrapped around the scalpel, although dream
me never questioned this. Dream me just stared at the
metal and waited for it to complete its purpose.
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The first time this happened, I awoke in the middle
of the night, my stomach lurching. I hated how fear and
desire seemed to come hand in hand for me. If I could, I
would have clambered out of bed and grabbed a pen and
notebook. Instead, I started composing a list in my
mind, each word shaped by the burn of acid in the back
of my throat:
Tables I’ve Lain On
Table in hospital, as preemie baby
Therapy table in childhood bedroom
Doctor’s office tables (unnumbered)
Do beds count as tables?
Do back seats in cars count as tables?
That picnic table, once, because why not
Dylan didn’t understand the fear elicited by this
dream. “No shit?” he said after I told him about the
floating scalpel. “I’m going to start calling you Billy
Pilgrim.” Slaughterhouse-Five was Dylan’s favorite
book. “See you in Dresden,” he was always telling me. I
never had the heart to tell him this really didn’t make
any sense. I was in love with him, remember?
For some reason I thought it would be a good idea to
also tell Olivia.
“Oh my god, Hannah,” she said. “Do you think it has
anything to do with the aliens?”
“What aliens exactly are we talking about?” But the
words she doesn’t have to be wrong, you know, were
making themselves comfortable against my will in my
head. I squeezed my eyes shut and pictured an empty
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black slate, willing the thought to leave. I’d been doing
this since the age of 10, when I first started having
intrusive thoughts that I couldn’t get rid of. I’d read in a
book on mental health for preteen girls that having a
physical movement to draw your mind away from
negative thoughts could help, such as clapping. I had
never been much of a clapper.
“The aliens, Hannah. The SMA Aliens.” Olivia
whispered the last part, as if it were some sort of secret
that only she and I could be privy to.
“I mean—” I looked out my bedroom window, over
the alleyway behind my apartment complex. The ground
was covered with a thick layer of snow. In Ireland,
where Olivia lived, snow was a novelty that she
couldn’t get enough of, despite it making it difficult for
her to get around in her chair. “Maybe,” I finally said.
“Maybe.”
I was visiting Olivia for a run that she had organized,
for MD UK. The people in Belfast seemed different
than those I had encountered during my previous week’s
adventures in Dublin and Cork. Maybe I was just on
edge from being at a charity event, but I could feel a
layer of condescension hovering over the crowd. Older
women smiling pityingly at me, parents telling their kids
not to stare, the man who had to be the same age as
Olivia and I shouting into the microphone, hyping
Olivia up like she had actually just run a marathon
herself.
“What a weirdo,” Dylan said beside me. We had
been introduced that morning, and I could already tell
he and I were going to get along just fine. “He’s literally
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talking about Olivia like she’s a martyred saint. She’s
not dead, and she’s definitely no saint.” I snorted.
Olivia and I had discussed ableism at length, traded
stories of being approached by well-meaning strangers
saying they’d pray for us when they saw we couldn’t get
into a store because of steps. I knew that like me, she
wouldn’t choose to be able to walk if she was given the
chance, and rejected any sort of cure narrative as being
monumentally fucked up. She did, however, want
stronger lungs. I hadn’t yet decided how I felt towards
my own lungs. I wasn’t certain if it was possible to
embrace one’s body wholly and still wish things were
different.
As I watched Olivia from the sidelines that morning,
I wanted to know how she could play the part of SMA
poster child so convincingly. She was smiling at the
man talking into the microphone, laughing as he relayed
a story about her determination and grit. I cringed. Was
she playing a part? Or was there a part of her that
believed it?
The thing about Slaughterhouse-Five and the thing
about Dylan is that they were both so obsessed with
seeing the world as this unfixable ridiculous thing.
When Olivia and I met up with him later that night at
the bar, he ordered me a Guinness and put a straw in the
glass for me without a second thought. As he placed the
drink on the booth in front of me, he put his hand on my
shoulder, where he let it rest for a beat longer than was
necessary. There was one, strikingly clear moment
where I wondered if he’d done this same thing, once, to
Olivia.
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“It’s fucked you know,” he leaned down to tell me
above the music and chatter of the bar. “That they only
have high tables here. Olivia insists on coming, though.
I’m just waiting for the time she lets me burn the place
down.”
Olivia had warned me before we got to the bar that
Dylan could hold his liquor. “Don’t even think about
trying to keep up with him,” she had said. There was
something uncanny in her ability to read people. “You’ll
never actually be able to.”
Reasons to Not Let Yourself Love Dylan
He lives in a different country
He probably drinks too much
He hates his mom
Olivia
There was a part of me that knew from the beginning
that Olivia loved Dylan, and not the love of a best
friend, either. It took a certain amount of mentally
distancing myself from her in order to be okay with
following him home that night. If I drew a clear line
between the ways our bodily similarities diverged from
one another, if I sawed through the ties that spelled out
“SMA siblings,” if I removed myself just enough from
the community I had learned to lean on, I could pretend
I was not betraying Olivia.
I took Dylan’s house being accessible as a sign from
the universe that this was supposed to happen. I didn’t
let myself acknowledge that his house was accessible
because his younger brother also had SMA. Or, I did,
but I told myself that this, also, was a sign.
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“You’re so perfect,” Dylan breathed as he positioned
himself above me in his bed. Scary, what words can do.
The second time I had the scalpel dream my
overnight helper shook me awake. “You good? You
were mumbling and seemed pretty upset.”
I swallowed. “Yeah.” I didn’t believe myself.
My helper went back to the couch in the living room.
I started making a list.
Ways This Time Felt Different
There was definitely someone in the room with me
The scalpel didn’t just float there, but started to descend
Less a feeling of cotton pressing down around me and
more a feeling of pins
A voice, right before I woke up: “What a perfect
specimen. She’ll do just fine.”

I had a three-minute voicemail from Dylan in the
morning.
“Hannah, Hannah, Hannah. What is happening in
Hannah-world, you beautiful creature? Sorry if I seem a
little out of it, I just took two of my pills and I am
feeling good.”
I heard a deep sigh and a rearranging of something,
as if he had turned over in bed.
“I’ve been thinking more about the dream you had,
and you know, there’s something to be said about the
fact that you were the only living person—well, being—
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in the room. No one was watching you, no one looking
at you through bars, no spectators.”
I started chewing on my lip, in the same spot I
always did, worrying away at the tiny, darkened bruise
that never had a chance of leaving. Dylan sighed again.
“It’s odd, you know. Not really so Billy Pilgrimesque after all.”
I chose to ignore the keen observations of my
unconscious and typed out What do you mean you just
took two of your pills? instead.
Later, as I was returning from the outside, face
flushed with cold, a buzz from my coat
pocket: Sometimes I take two. Sometimes I take three.
Never just one. Not enough colors, then.
Why not take them as prescribed? Little inklings of
fear were pushing themselves to the forefront of my
mind, but I shoved them back to the corners.
My dear girl, Dylan wrote. Nothing worthwhile has
ever come from following the rules.
That night we fought, voices shouting at each other
across 4000 miles.
“Why don’t you want to get better?” I finally asked,
defeated, hurting, unable to get the image of a fullgrown man-cub sitting in the bathtub with a bottle of
Jameson out of my mind, as he had described he was
doing at the start of the phone call.
“You don’t want to get better,” he said.
“That’s not the same! You’re hurting yourself!”
Perfect, you’re absolutely perfect. I was back in
Dylan’s bed, his mouth on my shoulder, teeth barely
grazing my skin.
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“I am? Aren’t you? What’s so different between my
illness and yours?” I could picture the eyeroll, the smirk,
the Hannah’s so desperately naive written across his
face. He couldn’t know about the careful lines I had
drawn separating who he is from who I am––or could
he? “You just don’t want to admit it because it would
turn your whole worldview on its head.”
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There was something about Dylan that scared me,
and then there was something about him that made me
want to denounce all that I knew to be true and offer my
body up to him as a form of sacrifice. I still don’t know
if these two things were different.
The scalpel was no longer solitary after this—there
was now a hand wrapped around it each night,
something that looked too human for my comfort. The
voice was still there as well, although I could never tell
if it was coming from the body that was (surely)
attached to the hand, or from somewhere else in that
nightmarish room.
Things the Voice Said
“We can do wonders with her”
“Do all female humans look like that?”
“Why doesn’t she scream? Why don’t you scream?”
“Must be faulty genes. We can fix that.”

Sometimes I wondered if the alien dreams were just
a way for my unconscious to make sense of the
otherness I felt every time I found myself surrounded by
visibly able-bodied people. The perfect metaphor, the
most carefully constructed allegory: Billy Pilgrim and
Montana Wildhack fucking in a cage at the zoo on
Tralfamadore as a symbol of Billy’s surrender of free
will after the bombing in Dresden. Billy Pilgrim
listening to the bird that says “Poo-tee-weet?” outside
his hospital window as a symbol of the complete lack of
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intelligent responses to trauma. Billy Pilgrim’s
gravestone reading Everything was beautiful, and
nothing hurt as a symbol of Billy’s dissociation with
reality.
It was as if Dylan was living inside my head
whenever I started thinking this: Vonnegut would be
proud.
And then the night came when I woke up and still
saw the scalpel in front of me. On my skin, the feeling
of teeth.
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The Flier and the Sheltered Maid

I hide inside the knotty oak-log walls
Shaved slowly into shape by my grandfather
I wither
Safe behind the untrimmed hedge
So dense and gnarled no light can filter through
No wish, no touch,
No wayward thought
But you
You beckon from the shaded hollows
So verdant, tempting, sweetly unrestrained
And though I know the oldwives’ warning tales
Of Fliers born of night and wanton wills
Your eye has caught me
I unlock the gate
And step onto the tree-lined path
Unchained
You whisper me through shadowed, winding trails
On untrod dirt, past foreign-rooted trees
I follow and I stray, in turns
Frightened and free
I am a sheltered, daring moth
Seeking new canopies
You welcome me, though I don’t match at all
Your gangling, ancient majesty
I never see your face, but glimpse
Ancient chalk handprints on the faces of your trees
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We walk to where a soft, brown fire burns
Alive beneath the earth
And there, we lay
While gently-floating embers greet my skin
Each slow and searing, like a lover’s kiss
You whisper, ‘Learn’
‘Be mine’
‘Be free’
You give me freedom and a braver silence
I give you my first flight and take your fire
You urge me further
Crushing tender leaves
We stir up steaming dirt beneath our feet
Until you leave me
In the wooded shade
Unraveled and unkempt
Unhidden
Unafraid
Soot streaks my skin like secrets waiting to be shared
And on my tongue
I carry all your scents
I am alone, far from my oak-barred gate
So
I walk on
To knock on other walls
And beckon other maids.
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From the direction of Cassiopeia
they came, hundreds upon hundreds
of hulking pitch-black spaceships
splashing down in the Pacific,
the alien spaceships disgorging
fleets of potbellied submarines—
the world’s nations divided
between pointless posturing
and unconditional surrender,
people praying, panicking—
then weeks of uncertainty,
fear yielding to confusion
as the aliens pursued dolphins,
seals, squid, octopuses, whales,
hurting none, yet still it took us
months more before we dared believe
we were safe, that the Cassiopeians
came from some far ocean world
where the seas are held in common,
where home has no border, no door,
where strangers are welcomed.
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I wasn’t born yet, in 1960, when my country gained
independence
But I heard tales of how my grandfather took all his
savings
And bought a robot from a travelling merchant.
The robot could speak seven languages
But my grandfather understoood just Yoruba.
The robot could recite classics stored in its hard drive
But my grandfather was illiterate.
When people asked him why he bought something so
useless to him
He shook his head and said:
The white man has come and gone,
But we have nothing to remember him by.
These are the days of erasure,
We will erase the past to create a new future.
But the scars of the past are still decorating our skins.
The scars of being slaves in our fatherland,
The scars of my father stolen away from his farm to toil,
On a white man’s plantation—these scars are still fresh.
I bought this robot so I could remember,
That the end of the war is not the end of our battles,
That though the white man has left, he will return.
And though we rejoice for gaining independence,
We shall return to being dependent on the things we
thought we could do without.
One evening, the robot walked to where he slept
And strangled him to death in his sleep.
Some say he died thinking the white man had returned,
Thinking his prediction had come to pass.
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So he died with a smile of satisfaction on his face
While the robot recorded the cause of his death.
It recorded paranoia, anxiety, dementia.
And everyone agreed with it.
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Death will not be allowed to touch her.
There is a prior claim.
This is what it means to be loved by a god.
When darkness rises to enfold her
like a new coat
nebulae rise too, galaxies in their thousands,
the stars dance around her in newborn orbits.
She thinks she will dance with them endlessly
it is all she ever hoped for,
that heaven might be a place of dancing,
all the dancing that was taken from her,
month by year, symptom by heartbreak,
not stolen, only misplaced, and just
waiting
for her feet to step into the pattern
to continue the interrupted conversation
here.
They settle upon her, the stars.
They find their places.
They button up her new coat of night.
They crown her brow, spangle her ears
define the position of each limb
the curving reach of her arm
the tips of her toes en pointe
outlining with immortal precision
the moment in which a god best loved her.
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She becomes the equal of Cassiopeia
no one, not even a queen, may look down upon her
fixed among the stars for all to behold by night
and remember
as they remember Andromeda in her moment of
despair, limbs splayed, spread-eagled, in chains,
as they remember the Gorgon, fatally abridged, reduced
to an accessory
in the constellation that bears her slayer’s name
her gaze defanged, its old and terrible power
unneeded
for each member of that austere company
is already fixed eternally in place
unmoving exhibits
in a cosmic gallery of divine remembrance
The stars have their stately rounds unending
but the constellations do not dance.
She will never dance again.
This is what it means to have been loved by a god.
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